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Abstract—The reconstruction of software architectures and the evaluation of architecture conformance of software systems is a long-studied research topic. Although up-to-date architecture descriptions are necessary to understand and evolve systems, they are rarely available. Consequently, many software architecture reconstruction approaches and tools have been proposed. Despite this, software architects still do not extensively employ these tools and suffer from negative effects when relying only on outdated descriptions. In this paper we present ARAMIS, an approach and associated toolbox that aims to support the behavior-based reconstruction of up-to-date architecture descriptions based on the correction of possibly outdated prescriptive ones. Additionally, ARAMIS addresses the so-called meta-model incompatibility problem by allowing architects to use their own architecture description language instead of the one that the reconstruction tool requires. ARAMIS checks the behavior-based architecture conformance of a system based on pre-specified communication rules, derives up-to-date descriptions and enables their exploration. We have evaluated ARAMIS during several combined surveys and interviews with subjects from both the industry and academia and have obtained positive results.

I. INTRODUCTION

“Understanding and updating a system’s software architecture is arguably the most critical activity” in a system’s life-cycle [1]. Therefore, a software can only be sustainably evolved if the architects know the system’s currently implemented architecture (often called as-implemented architecture). However, due to architecture erosion and drift, the as-implemented architecture is rarely documented, i.e., a descriptive architecture description is missing, and, if it exists, it is often inconsistent with the initial architecture description (called prescriptive architecture description). The prescriptive architecture description is typically created very early in the software development process and usually consists of static views only. Even if outdated, it can still support the understanding of a system but also often proves misleading due to the differences introduced by architecture degeneration.

A large number of techniques have been developed and proposed both by academia and industry (e.g., [2]) to reconstruct the static views of descriptive architecture descriptions using respective prescriptive architecture descriptions as input. However, to fully understand a system, its behavior (i.e., its dynamic view) has to be understood as well. Considering the huge size of today’s software systems (measured e.g. in number of code or architecture units as well as in their interactions), useful reconstruction techniques need to offer views on higher abstraction levels (e.g., layers or components) not only for the static view, but also for the dynamic one.

Furthermore, the languages used in an architecture reconstruction process to create the prescriptive architecture descriptions (called ADLs) are always tool-specific. For example, the prescriptive ADL defined by Sonargraph-Architect [3] allows to model layers, layer groups, vertical slices, vertical slices groups and subsystems. Hence, an architect must define the prescriptive architecture description using the reconstruction tool’s ADL. According to our experience [4], the fact that architecture descriptions created in existing ADLs (e.g., boxes and lines or company-specific UML diagram types) have to be transformed to a given tool’s ADL (called the meta-model incompatibility problem) is frustrating and leads to acceptance problems. In order to alleviate this problem, much more flexible architecture reconstruction approaches are needed, which allow the easy “docking” of new or existing ADLs.

The overall goals of our research and the proposed behavior-based approach to architecture reconstruction (called ARAMIS) are the following:

- Support architects to understand the behavior view of a system by automatically mapping the run-time traces on defined architecture units. To this end, ARAMIS recreates the descriptive architecture description by augmenting and correcting a given prescriptive architecture description.
- Enable arbitrary prescriptive architecture descriptions as input and creating respective output descriptions.
- Support architecture conformance checking by detecting communication integrity violations (Luckham et al., [5]) based on predefined communication rules.

ARAMIS assumes that (1) there is a prescriptive architecture description (even if outdated), (2) there is some knowledge to map the code to architecture units, and (3) the system can be executed in order to be monitored. Compared to our previous publications (e.g., [6]), this paper introduces an extended meta-model with a richer rules taxonomy that enables the communication integrity validation of systems of systems, a refined solution to the meta-model incompatibility problem and an evaluation conducted with users from academia and industry.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the conceptual meta-model of ARAMIS. Section III presents our solution to the aforementioned meta-model incompatibility problem. Section IV discusses a first evaluation of our work. Section V offers an overview of the related work and Section VI concludes the paper and gives some insights regarding our future work.

II. ARAMIS Concept Meta-Model

The concept meta-model of ARAMIS can be divided into four areas of interest, as depicted in Figure 1. The Architecture area presents the high-level concepts concerning architecture descriptions, their structure and governing communication rules. The Monitoring area highlights the concepts specific to its run-time monitoring character. The Communication Rules area depicts a taxonomy of the rules that can be specified in ARAMIS. The parametrized rules, being more complex, are addressed in the Parametrization area of the meta-model.

A. Architecture

The root element of the meta-model is the analyzed software system which can be composed of further systems, thus constituting a system of systems. A software system has a descriptive and possibly a prescriptive architecture description. Each architecture description defines the architecture units comprising the system (e.g., layers, components, etc.) and the communication rules that should govern their communication.

B. Monitoring

Since ARAMIS analyzes a software system using run-time information, the system must be initially monitored during some episodes of interest. Currently, ARAMIS integrates two well-known monitoring systems: Kieker [7], to collect run-time data from Java- and JavaEE-based systems and Dynatrace [8], to monitor heterogeneous systems of systems implemented using different languages and technologies. An episode can be created for example by running a set of test cases or by interacting with the system’s GUI to achieve a desired functionality. Each episode produces some run-time traces consisting of so-called execution record pairs, which are ordered pairs of code building blocks that accessed each other.

In order to abstract from programming-language specific code building blocks (e.g., Java classes or C# namespaces) the meta-model offers untyped code units which are linked to code building blocks via regular expression-based filters.

Code units are included in untyped architecture units (e.g., a set of packages form a “layer” architecture unit). This grants independence from ADLs and allows modeling architectures based on informal architecture descriptions. To document the designed purpose expressed in the language used by the architects (e.g., layer, subsystem, component etc.) the architecture units have an optional role attribute. As architecture units are coarser grained structural units they can build hierarchies of other units, be them code units (a layer consists of a set of packages) or architectural units (a component is further structured in several layers). The identifier attribute is used to uniquely identify architecture units.

Because real-life systems are heterogeneous using various kinds of interaction mechanisms, ARAMIS not only allows to analyze the direct communication between code building blocks and map it on architectural units [6] but also allows the analysis of more “complex” communication, occurring, e.g., through web service calls. To characterize this communication, execution record pairs contain a list of communication parameters. These are simple but flexible name-value tuples, as they depend on the infrastructure employed to collect data from the monitored system and the level of detail to which the communication is documented. The most common communication parameters are: protocol (values are e.g., REST, SOAP, AMQP messaging), webservice-endpoint, and queue (values are the queue names used for transmitting messages).

C. Communication Rules

The communication between architecture units is governed by communication rules. The ARAMIS meta-model applies view inheritance to classify these rules according to 4 criteria.

First, according to its permission type, a rule can allow or deny the communication between architecture units.

Second, according to its emergence type, a rule can be explicitly specified (e.g. “layer A should not access layer B”) or implicit and thus named derived (e.g., “component C1 should not access component C2” because they are included in further architecture units that are explicitly not allowed to access each other according to a specified rule). The derived rules are consequently automatically computed by ARAMIS based on the specified ones, as explained in [6].

Third, based on the communication type we distinguish between three flavors of communication rules: caller rule: concerns the communication to all other architecture units emerging from a given caller architecture unit (e.g., “utility layer” is not allowed to issue calls towards any other architecture units); callee rule: concerns the communication emerging from all other units towards a given callee architecture unit (e.g., “facade layer” can be called from all other architecture units); caller-callee rule: concerns the communication between a pair of specified caller and callee architecture units (e.g., “layer A’ must not access “layer B”).

Forth, according to their parametrization type, the rules can be either non-parameterized, referring to direct communication only, or parameterized, referring to more complex communication mechanisms, specified using an expression-based language.

D. Parameterization

The ARAMIS communication rule language, implemented by a XML-based DSL, enables the specification of more complex communication rules based on expressions. Obviously this adds complexity, but these complex communication rules are needed to specify and finally validate inter-systems communication rather than just direct one.

To this end, ARAMIS offers three types of expressions.
Terminal expressions are constraining the communication based on the communication parameters of the corresponding execution record pair. The matches and equals expressions can be used to allow/deny a certain communication if the value of a parameter specified using its name matches a given regular expression or has a precise value, respectively. The has expression is used to allow/deny a communication based on whether the corresponding execution record pair exhibits a parameter with a given name (e.g., allow only communication that has a documented communication “protocol” in its list of communication parameters).

N-ary and unary expressions can be further used to express more complex conditions. The unary not expression can be applied to an expression to reverse its boolean value. E.g., the not expression used in combination with an equals expression can be used to identify communication in which the value of a parameter is different than a specified one (e.g., communication whose “protocol” is not “REST”). Furthermore, using an n-ary expression, one can constrain a communication if several expression-based conditions apply simultaneously (and expressions) or only if some of them hold (or expressions). By combining these different types of expressions, complex rules can be specified for constraining the communication within a system (of systems).

An example of using the ARAMIS communication rule language is depicted in Figure 2. The callee rule FacadeAccess specifies that the Facade architecture unit can be accessed by any other unit, as long as the communication protocol is REST. All REST endpoints of the Facade are freely accessible.

III. ADDRESSING EXTERNAL PRESCRIPTIVE ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTIONS

As briefly introduced in Section I, architects employing software architecture reconstruction tools are faced with the so-called meta-model incompatibility problem: the need to redefine the prescriptive architecture descriptions using the ADL (meta-model) of the considered reconstruction tool.

To lessen this problem, we have developed a model-based solution to accept prescriptive architecture descriptions as input adhering to other meta-models than the ARAMIS one. Additionally, the applied model-based solution enables to create an output that augments the given input with information resulting from the analysis performed by ARAMIS. The designed model-transformation chain is depicted in Figure 3. It relies on the following two assumptions:

First, prior to requesting ARAMIS to process a given Prescriptive Architecture Model (PAM) that adheres to a non-
ARAMIS specific Prescriptive Architecture Meta Model (PA-MM), an exogenous model to model (m2m) transformation from the PA-MM to the ARAMIS-MM has to be defined. This transformation applied on a PAM creates an ARAMIS Input Model (ARAMIS-IM) containing the corresponding code and architecture units and the architectural rules governing their communication. Currently, we have implemented such transformations using the Epsilon model-engineering environment for simple boxes and lines and component diagram PA-MMs.

Second, as we want to present the output model as an augmentation of the input model (called Augmented Descriptive Architecture Model, ADAM), the respective augmentation has to be specified. Currently this has to be done programmatically: for any considered PA-MM, a specific augmerter must be implemented by inheriting from a generic one that employs the template design pattern. The specific process steps specified in the template must then be implemented in the specialized augmenter. To implement the augmentation, questions such as the following must be conceptually answered in advance: how should a newly discovered communication, not specified in the PAM, be depicted (e.g., in the boxes and lines example, one can opt for creating dashed/curved/thicker lines for newly discovered communication)? how should violations be marked (e.g., drawing red lines)? etc.

The transformation chain itself is consequently built as follows: giving a non-ARAMIS PAM as input, first an exogenous m2m transformation is applied to create a corresponding ARAMIS-IM conforming to the ARAMIS-MM. The resulted transformation links are also recorded for further use. Then, ARAMIS analyzes the system based on information collected at run-time. The result of this analysis is the behavior-based descriptive architecture description of the system, also named the ARAMIS Output Model (ARAMIS-OM). Next, based on the ARAMIS-OM and the previously documented transformation links, ARAMIS augments (thus performing a second m2m transformation) the input PAM and consequently creates an ADAM which complies to the same, input meta-model (PA-MM). Figure 4 illustrates the model transformation process for the lines and boxes example.

We have chosen to implement an augmentation-based solution instead of a bidirectional model transformation, because of simplicity reasons. Due to the generic nature of the ARAMIS-MM, there is a high probability for several, different elements of a PA-MM (e.g., layers, subsystems) to be mapped on the same element type (e.g., architecture unit) from the ARAMIS-MM. This would typically hinder straightforward definitions of bidirectional transformations. Instead, we have opted for the augmentation-based solution in which we reuse the transformation links resulting from the m2m transformation between the PAM and the ARAMIS-IM.

IV. EVALUATION

Evaluating an approach like the presented ARAMIS one is challenging, as evaluation techniques like experiments are hard to be performed.

We have chosen to apply a combination of interviews and surveys to obtain feedback from the subjects involved. We conducted 21 combined interviews and surveys. Thirteen subjects were professionals from three different companies (twelve architects and one developer), the others were Ph.D or master students (see Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Company Size</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th># Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Master Student</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D Student</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2 companies &gt;1000 employees</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>1 company 500-1000 employees</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each evaluation session lasted for approximately one hour. At first we introduced ARAMIS and its toolbox. Then the subjects completed the first part of the survey, containing questions regarding the employed architecting process (e.g., the types of architecture descriptions that they create) and their first impressions concerning the relevance and usefulness of ARAMIS. In the next step the subjects were introduced to two test systems: (1) a users and events manager developed especially for evaluation purposes and (2) the open-source JHotDraw framework. For the users and events manager we defined an architecture containing 10 architecture units that communicated in the recorded episodes with each other over 14128 interactions. The architecture was supposed to adhere to a well-known “client → facade → controllers → db manager”
pattern. For evaluation proposes we have introduced 1516 violations to simulate architecture degradation. For the JHotDraw system (529 classes and 38 packages) we have recorded and analyzed 23902 interactions, defined 18 architecture units and discovered 5 architecture violations not conforming to the available prescriptive architecture description of JHotDraw. For each of these systems, we presented the respective prescriptive architecture descriptions and the analysis results, i.e., the behavior-based descriptive architecture descriptions. Next, the subjects were asked to perform eight tasks using ARAMIS on the two introduced systems, in order to ensure that they acquire some in-depth familiarity with the system. Then, the subjects were asked to rate again the quality of ARAMIS, based on the usage experience they have gained in the meantime. Finally, an open discussion took place to gather further feedback and improvement proposals.

The defined tasks to be performed by the subjects mainly focused on the ARAMIS goals related to understanding the behavior view and the identification of violations such as: determining how many violations occurred in the considered system, determining which architecture units caused most of the violations, identifying the order in which the various units interacted to achieve a given functionality, analyzing which architecture units are too coupled or not internally cohesive, deciding which (if any) architecture unit could be a facade of the considered system, etc. The tasks were solved using a series of ARAMIS visualizers, which were presented in more detail in [10] and were performed under our supervision.

A. Some Evaluation Results

We evaluated the suitability of ARAMIS by comparing the results obtained by the subjects with the results that we have previously assessed to be correct. All subjects managed to finish the tasks in time and produced correct results.

Furthermore, all subjects from the industry insisted on the importance of the ability to monitor systems of systems. This supports our decision to allow the specification of complex communication rules based on communication parameters as well as the integration of Dynatrace as a monitoring tool.

Last, a wide range of questions were asked to evaluate the suitability and usefulness of the different ARAMIS visualizers to explore the results and to answer tasks-related questions, as exemplified before. The user-friendliness of the ARAMIS tools, although mostly positively evaluated (2, 5, 11 and 3 subjects have evaluated it to be low, neutral, high and very high respectively), has obvious improvement potentials. However, the usefulness of ARAMIS and its toolbox was clearly validated by the results, as all of the participants rated it as useful (15) or very useful (6).

B. Threats to Validity

Given that no other reconstruction technique besides ARAMIS were used to analyze the evaluated systems, a comparison baseline with other approaches is still missing. All subjects agreed that, if applying ARAMIS on their systems, they would prefer the results to be augmented on their existing boxes and lines or component diagrams. However, in the actual evaluation, we didn’t consider external meta-models for the prescriptive architecture. Internally, after having created a m2m transformation and augmenter for the boxes and lines ADL, we needed one and a half person days to re-implement the process for a component diagram ADL. Given our previous experience with creating ARAMIS visualizations (scattered over several months of work) we estimate that the effort spared by applying model engineering techniques is considerable but we do not have exact qualifications thereof.

V. Related Work

Several tools that support the enforcement of architecture description and/or the reconstruction of an up-to-date variant of it have been proposed over time. The majority of developed reconstruction tools focus on recovering the structure of the analyzed system (e.g., [11], [2]).

Concepts and tools that leverage the run-time monitoring of software systems have been proposed but are less numerous than structural ones. The Kieker tool [7] focuses on application performance monitoring and architecture discovery using aspect oriented programming. It displays the information using, e.g., sequence diagrams, dependency graphs and call-trees. ARAMIS also leverages Kieker as a monitoring tool for extracting low-level interactions from J2EE-based systems but then aggregates and validates the data on higher level architectural units. ExplorViz [12] focuses on the run-time of large systems of systems to provide scalable visualizations that enable architecture conformance checking. Unlike ARAMIS, with ExplorViz the prescriptive architecture description cannot be pre-specified and checked against using architectural-relevant rules. The identification of violations is left to the architect, based on his exploration of the provided visualizations. Similarly, an experiment regarding the extraction and monitoring of communication within systems of systems was also presented by Vierhauser et al. [13]. Furthermore, in [14] Arias et al. describe the extraction of a set of predefined architecture views corresponding to an execution viewpoint based on log data and run-time measurements of an industrial software-intensive system. Unlike in the case of ARAMIS, these approaches focus only on the extraction and documentation of communication, while not considering the communication integrity aspect. By exploring the reconstructed dynamic architecture, the architect should investigate by himself if this complies to the prescriptive architecture description. Support for the specification of rules, as in the case of ARAMIS is missing. Dynatrace [8] and Nagios [15] are powerful, commercial tools for application performance management that consider the runtime of heterogeneous large-scale systems of systems. These can trace transactions occurring over multiple system borders and identify aspects such as CPU consumption, performance bottlenecks and other system health-related issues. ARAMIS can easily integrate such tools and already uses Dynatrace as a monitoring tool, enhancing it with architecture conformance checking features.
Yan et al. used the Java Platform Debugger Architecture to develop DiscoTect [16], a system that exploits patterns in the implementation of architectural styles to enable architecture discovery. The approach is based on the construction of architecturally-relevant state-machines that enable the mapping of low-level interactions on architecturally relevant events, such as the creation of components and connectors. With ARAMIS, one does not need to create complex and error-prone state machines for mapping implementation and architectural events and the focus is set mostly on automatic architecture conformance checking. Similarly to ARAMIS, SoftArch [17] augments static views using its extensible editor with information collected during run-time. The SoftArch modeling editor has been criticized during user evaluations to be too complex and cumbersome, thus reinforcing our observation that architects are more comfortable with employing their own ADLs, as possible with ARAMIS. In [18], Saadatmand et al. present an example of checking low-level behavior consistency based on pre-specified expected state transitions for monitoring software in the automotive domain. Contrastingly, ARAMIS has a richer rules taxonomy that enables conformance assessments on higher, more abstract architectural levels.

Solutions for interchanging architecture description languages to solve the meta-model incompatibility problem were proposed (e.g., ACME [19], the DALLY framework [20]) but remained mostly a topic of research rather than being adopted in the industry. ARAMIS offers a pragmatic solution, dealing with the complexity of transforming an incompatible meta-model only when evidence requires it and without employing any intermediate format that would further introduce complexity to understand and adopt.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented our approach to behavior-based architectural understanding and conformance checking, called ARAMIS. ARAMIS supports the creation of descriptive architecture descriptions based on the augmentation of pre-specified prescriptive ones. Leveraging its integration with the Dynatrace monitoring tool, ARAMIS can check the behavior conformance of systems of systems by enabling architects to flexibly specify simple or complex, expression-based communication rules that place constraints on the captured communication parameters. Moreover, using model engineering techniques, ARAMIS also approaches the meta-model incompatibility problem that most reconstruction tools are faced with. We have evaluated our approach within a series of combined interviews and surveys and obtained positive results.

As future work, we intend to extend ARAMIS to support the simulation and comparison of evolution scenarios. Furthermore, to reduce the effort needed to specify prescriptive descriptions, we will investigate the integration with static architecture recovery and/or clustering-based approaches.
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